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Reasons for Rigidity
1.

Lack of knowledge about how something is done. By not knowing how the world works with regard to specific
situations and events, the child will act inappropriately instead.
2.
The need to avoid or escape from a nonpreferred activity, often something difficult or undesirable. Often, if
your child cannot be perfect, she does not want to engage in an activity.
3.
The need to engage in or continue a preferred activity, usually an obsessive action or fantasy.
4.
A violation of a rule or ritual – changing something from the way it is supposed to be. Someone is violating a
rule and this is unacceptable to the child.
5.
Anxiety about a current or upcoming event, no matter how trivial it might appear to you.
6.
A misunderstanding or misinterpretation of another's action.
7.
The need to control a situation.
8.
Immediate gratification of a need.
9.
Transitioning from one activity to another. This is usually a problem because it may mean ending an activity
before he is finished with it.
10. Other internal issues, such as sensory, inattention (ADHD), oppositional tendency (ODD), or other psychiatric
issues may also be causes of behavior.
Note: Attention-getting is very rarely seen. It should not be considered as a reason for rigidity until all of the
above reasons have been considered and eliminated.

Preferred and Nonpreferred Activities
For all Asperger individuals, life tends to be divided into two categories – preferred and nonpreferred activities. Preferred
activities are those things he engages in frequently and with great intensity. He seeks them out without any external
motivation. However, not all of his preferred activities are equal. Some are much more highly desired and prized. An
activity that is lower on the list can never be used as a motivator for one that is higher. For example, you cannot get him
to substitute his video game playing by offering a food reward if the game playing is higher on his list.
Any activity that is not preferred can be considered nonpreferred. They are less desirable and many are avoided. The
lower they are on the list of desirability, the more he will resist or avoid doing them. Sometimes an activity or task
becomes nonpreferred because it is made to compete with one that is much more highly valued. For example, taking a
bath could be enjoyable, but if your child is reading, and reading is higher on his list, he will resist or throw a tantrum.
Preferred and nonpreferred activities are always problem areas. Your child or teen will always want to engage in preferred
activities even when you have something more important for him to do. He does not want to end preferred activities and
your attempts to have him end them can produce upset of one kind or another. On the other hand, trying to get him to
do nonpreferred activities, such as interacting socially, can also be difficult. If many nonpreferred elements are combined
together, the problem can become a nightmare, such as with homework.
The Asperger child rarely has activities he just likes. He tends to either love or hate an activity. The middle ground is
usually missing. Teaching a middle ground or shades of gray can be a goal and will be discussed later. Also, as you try to
teach him something new, you will encounter resistance because you are asking him to do something that's not a
preferred activity. But, as he outgrows younger interests, he will need to learn new ones in order to have some common
interests with his peers. He needs to experience new things to see if he likes them, but may not want to do this just
because you're asking him to do something new. He already has his list of preferred interests and will rarely see the need
for anything new. Quite often, his preferred list will include computer or video games. However, the more he is on the
computer or the more he plays video games, the less available he is to be in the real world and learn something new.
Most likely, you will have to control his access to preferred activities if new ones are to be introduced.

Obsessive-Compulsive Behaviors and Anxiety
Obsessive-compulsive issues, also referred to as rituals, rigidity, perseverations, rules, or black-and-white thinking,
originate in the Asperger person's difficulty understanding the world around him. This creates anxiety, the underlying
cause for his obsessive-compulsive behaviors. You will see anxiety in many different ways, depending on how your child
manifests it. Some children will show it in obvious ways, such as crying, hiding under furniture, or clinging to you. Others
show it by trying to control the situation and bossing people around. Some may hit or throw a tantrum. Some may act
silly. No matter how your child displays his anxiety, you need to recognize that it is there and not assume it is due to
some other cause such as attention seeking or just plain misbehavior.
Anxiety can occur for the smallest reason. Don't judge anxiety-producing situations by your own reaction to an event.
Your child will be much more sensitive to situations than you will be, and often there will be no logical reason for his
anxiety. Something that you would be anxious about causes no anxiety in your child, while a small event causes him to
be quite anxious. When events change, he never knows what is going to come next and he becomes confused and upset,
leading to some form of inappropriate behavior.
Your child's first reaction is to try to reduce or eliminate his anxiety. He must do something, and one of the most effective
means is to take all changes, uncertainty, and variability out of the equation. This can be accomplished by obsessions. If
everything is done a certain way, if there is a definite and unbreakable rule for every event, and if everyone does as he
wishes, everything will be fine. Anxiety is then diminished or reduced, and no upset, tantrums, or meltdowns occur.
Unfortunately, it is virtually impossible to do this in the real world. Nevertheless, anxiety needs to be dealt with in some
manner. This is the first order of business in planning for many interventions. If you move ahead before this has been
settled, it will continue to be a significant interfering factor. Let's look at some examples of this.
Jack, age seventeen, won't leave the house because he wants to have his nails in a certain condition. This condition
requires many hours of grooming that interfere with sleeping, eating, and doing just about anything else. This is
obsessive-compulsive behavior. Any attempt to get him to leave the house or stop his nail maintenance causes anxiety
and is rarely successful.
Anytime Mike, age eleven, hears an answer that he does not like, he becomes upset. If he asks a question or makes a
request and the other person's response is not what he expected, he starts to argue with them, often acting out
physically. He must have certain answers that are to his liking. This is rigidity in thought and it is also obsessivecompulsive.
Each of these cases has a cognitive and a behavioral component, and both must be considered. Each child must learn to
get "unstuck" or let go of an issue and move on. They also need to learn how to change their thinking so that it doesn't
become a problem to begin with.
Behavioral Manifestations of Anxiety

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reacting poorly to new events, transitions, or changes.

•

Having trouble playing and socializing well with peers or avoiding socializing altogether. They prefer to be alone
because others do not do things exactly as they do.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lecturing others or engaging in a monologue rather than having a reciprocal conversation.

Becoming easily overwhelmed and having difficulty calming down.
Demonstrating unusual fears, anxiety, tantrums, and showing resistance to directions from others.
Having a narrow range of interests, and becoming fixated on certain topics and/or routines.
Insisting on having things and/or events occur in a certain way.
Creating their own set of rules for doing something.
Preferring to do the same things over and over.
Wanting things to go their way, when they want them to, no matter what anyone else may want. They may
argue, throw a tantrum, ignore you, growl, refuse to yield, etc.

Eating a narrow range of foods.
Intensely disliking loud noises and crowds.
Demanding unrealistic perfection in their handwriting, or wanting to avoid doing any writing.
Tending to conserve energy and put forth the least effort they can, except with highly preferred activities.
Remaining in a fantasy world a good deal of the time and appearing unaware of events around them.
Displaying a good deal of silly behaviors because they are anxious or do not know what to do in a situation.

Questions to Ask about Your Child's Behavior
To help you determine the reasons why your child acts the way he does, you should ask yourself the following questions:
1.
2.

Does he see only two choices to a situation rather than many options? (Black-and-white thinking.)
Because a situation was one way the first time, does he feel it has to be that way always? (Being rule bound.)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Is he misunderstanding what is happening and assuming something that isn't true? (Misinterpretation.)
Is he blaming you for something that is beyond your control? (He feels that you must solve the problem for him
even when it involves issues you have no control over.)
Is he expecting perfection in himself? (Black-and-white thinking.)
Is he exaggerating the importance of an event? There are no small events, everything that goes wrong is a
catastrophe. (Black-and-white thinking.)
Does he need to be taught a better way to deal with a problem? (He does not understand the way the world
works.)
Has he made a rule that can't be followed? (He sees only one way to solve a problem. He cannot see
alternatives.)
Is he stuck on an idea and can't let it go? (He does not know how to let go and move on when there is a
problem.)

Asperger Subtype: "The Logic Boy"
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This child or teen needs to know the reasons for the rules before he is okay. Blindly accepting your rules is not the way
he operates. He wants to know the reasons behind your actions, why something is done a certain way, and it has to
make sense to him. If it seems too arbitrary, it's not an adequate reason in his mind, and he won't listen. His coping
strategy is to try to make sense of the world through logic, reasoning, and rational thought. He wants the world to be a
place with order and rationality to it. This reduces his anxiety. He may ask lots of questions about how the world works.
He uses his very well-developed logical mind to understand what is going on, and you need to give him the reasoning
behind a decision or an action.
He is often a very bright boy with a high IQ. He usually becomes more flexible when he knows the reason for something.
The rule alone is not sufficient. After you have explained the reason for your request, many behavioral issues decrease.
However, he may not accept your logic unless it is quite convincing, because he may very well have his own reasons and
explanations. His view of the world is based on logic and reasons, which can also cause him to become overanalytical. In
this case, he often cannot function appropriately because he never gets past the analysis stage to the action stage. He
suffers from "analysis paralysis." Remember, not every Logic Boy has all of these characteristics.
Recommended Approach: You will need to explain why something needs to be done or why it can't be done before you
will get compliance. For the Logic Boy, understanding precedes cooperation. If your explanations provide him with
information he didn't have, might have overlooked, or didn't understand, you will have helped him clarify the way the
world works and how a desired action is beneficial to him. As these children become older, you will need to do much more
explaining because rules by themselves will have less impact. As you explain things to these children, always match your
explanation to their cognitive and emotional level. Don't overestimate how much they know because they have a large
vocabulary. Always make sure they understand you as you move step by step. As you explain something from a new
angle you will help them see it differently. For those who overanalyze, you will have to help them reduce the amount of
analysis by helping them see how it is unproductive.Let's look at an example:
Matt was an eight-year-old who always came home from school hungry. Each day he walked in the front door and began
to argue with his mother about dinner. He wanted it right away and couldn't wait for her to finish it. These battles led to
knock-down, drag-out fights, culminating in Mom pinning Matt to the floor. After going through this struggle on a daily
basis, Mom sought help. As always, we discussed the particulars, gathered information, listened to all sides of the
problem, and then began our discussion. It went something like this:
Dr. S.: So, Matt, it seems you come into the house pretty hungry, don't you?
Matt: Yes, I do.
Dr. S.: And after arguing with Mom, it becomes a real fight, with you guys rolling around on the floor. Kicking and
screaming.
Matt: That sounds like it.
Dr. S.: When Mom is down on the floor with you, she's of course still stirring and mixing and working on preparing
dinner, isn't she?
Matt: (A long pause) Oh, I get it. Of course not. She's on the floor with me.
Dr. S.: You mean that wrestling with her doesn't get your dinner finished any quicker?
Matt: How can it?

Dr. S.: Well, that's the point, Matt. It can't, can it? It probably causes a real delay in getting dinner ready instead. Just
what you didn't want.
Matt: I guess it doesn't help.
Dr. S.: You guess it doesn't help? Let me spell it out for you. Choice one: You come in the house and calmly and quickly
work out a solution with Mom about your hunger and she can finish getting dinner ready. Choice two: You come in and
fight with her. Dinner is not done quickly, but instead takes even longer to get ready. You wind up upset, without food,
and having to wait even longer for it to be ready. Hmmm. Sounds like a really tough choice to make.
Matt: I get this, but what am I supposed to do when I come home and I'm really hungry?
Dr. S.: How about if the three of us come up with a list of foods you could eat then that won't ruin your appetite and will
allow mom to finish dinner?
Matt: Okay.
Dr. S.: Let's write up this list and call it "a little something." That way, when you come home and you're hungry, Mom
can say, "Matt, why don't you take "a little something' to eat?" and you'll both know what this means without arguing.
Matt: This sounds like a good idea.
We then drew up a written list on a three-by-five-inch index card, which he took home (and which we reviewed the next
week to see if it worked it did). And the fighting ended.

Asperger Subtype: "The Rule Boy"
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Having a set of rules to live by is the most important issue for this type. Once he has a set of rules to follow,
there tend to be few, if any, concerns, except in areas where you have not yet established rules. If there is a
void where a rule has not been established, the Rule Boy is not happy; because he doesn't know what to do
in that situation, he makes up his own rules. Any situation that has too few rules will be a bad one for this
type of child. He must have rules to live by and he will create his own if you don't provide them, which will
probably not match what others are thinking. This will cause conflict and upset until someone prevails and
the rules are clarified. This boy respects authority figures and does well when it is perfectly clear who is in
charge and who makes the rules. This child can often be fine in school but a real problem at home, because
the rules are not clear enough in the latter situation. It is not unusual for parents of this type to be quite
surprised to hear how well behaved their child is in school. There are two main subtypes of Rule Boy – the
innocent/passive and the overcontrolled – but not every one has all of the characteristics listed below.
Innocent/Passive Boy
This child or teen is often seen as a teacher's delight. Everywhere he goes, others remark how well behaved he is. He is
never a discipline problem, never a disruption. However, at home his behaviors can be terrible. He can be quite bossy
and controlling. Tantrums, yelling, and arguing can be a daily occurrence. The key to recognizing this type is the behavior
differences between home and school. If he is poorly behaved in school as well, he is not a Rule Boy.
The Rule Boy wants to please others. He doesn't want anyone mad at him. He is very cooperative with authority figures
and is very obedient, often to a fault. He can be too naive and taken advantage of because he will be reluctant to stand
up for himself or be assertive. He tries to "fly under the radar." He does not want to stand out. While his behavior is
unusually good, he can become distressed by others who do not follow the rules. Often, these children monitor others'
actions and will "tell on them," becoming the "rule police." Clearly, these children have anxiety, but it is not
overwhelming for them. They manage their anxiety by following the rules and making sure others do as well. Problems
only occur for them when rules are absent or vague and the person in charge lacks authority in their eyes.
Recommended Approach: Structure, routines, schedules, and prompting cards are some of the tools used to create a
new set of appropriate rules for this child in every difficult setting no matter how small the situation might be. There is no
such thing as a situation that is too small to have rules. Going to a store, taking a bath, deciding where to eat dinner – all
need rules. You need to supply a set of rules regarding appropriate behaviors to be demonstrated in each problem
situation, and state them like this: "The rule is . . ." Don't hesitate to also explain why you are doing what you are doing.
This will help generalize these skills later on.
For example, you would say, "The rule is, when we take a bath we can only put ten toys in the tub" (or whatever number
you think is right). "We'll stay in the tub for twenty minutes, and when the buzzer goes off it's time to get out and we'll
go in your room and put your pj's on. We'll go back in the bathroom and brush your teeth for two minutes and then get

back in bed and we'll read one book before we shut the lights out and go to bed." These rules can be modified to suit
your particular situation, but it should give you an idea of the details that may be needed for your child.
Highly structured classrooms run by authority figures won't need to do much of this. Instead, they will be trying to help
the rule child be less rule bound and have greater tolerance for ambiguity.
Overcontrolled Boy
This is another type of Rule Boy, who is very similar to the above subtype, except his behavior is good at home as well as
at school. He is also rule bound, with rules for everything. He has learned to control outbursts, sometimes too much, in
all situations. In this case, he sees his parents, who have created many rules for him to follow at home, as authority
figures just like his teachers. There are no situations that don't have rules for him to follow. All other characteristics from
above are similar, and he, too, is far and away overly obedient. He needs to become more flexible.
Recommended Approach: You won't have to worry about rules with this girl or boy. You need to begin a crash course
in flexibility to help him see the world as less black-and-white. He will need to learn much more about the reasons behind
actions and how the world works, with less emphasis on obedience. Don't throw out the rules altogether, but slowly help
him to learn decision-making and problem-solving skills so he can become a more independent thinker.

Asperger Subtype: "The Emotion Boy"
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This is the most difficult type to deal with because rules and reasons mean much less to him or her. Many of the Asperger
children fall into one of the emotion types. Their emotions control their behaviors. If you do not recognize and deal with
their emotions, your success is diminished. This group has many more tantrums, is less available, easily disengages, or is
more prone to acting out. Those dealing with the Emotion Boy can often find themselves in a state of frustration at best
and a crisis state at worst. The vast majority of this group will end upon medications for their issues because their coping
strategies are poorly developed and inadequate to meet the demands of the world. Fortunately, the right medication and
an effective behavioral plan can do wonders.
Paranoid Boy
By far, this is the most difficult type. Fortunately, their numbers are small. Some other subtypes may have characteristics
similar to this type, but not all. He sees the world from an adversarial point of view. The world is against him. Everyone is
out to get him and no one can be trusted. The only coping strategy he has is to maintain a good "offense" and so he
attacks before others do or say anything. Even the slightest issue is a source of provocation. Once he begins his attack he
can be relentless, and keep coming at you until he is exhausted. If he is younger, you might have the stamina to deal
with this. If he is older, the police are often called. These children are unusually bright. Their thinking involves violent
themes and their actions are hostile and aggressive to others. They want to "fire, murder, devour, shoot, destroy" people
who go against them in any situation, no matter how trivial. Typically, they receive multiple diagnoses, often oppositional
defiant disorder or some other psychiatric condition such as bipolar disorder.
Recommended Approach: Since this is the most difficult type by far, you must take extraordinary means to help these
children. Placating your child or "walking on eggshells" will only give you a momentary reprieve. Most parents of these
children refrain from physical interventions, but may be using a good deal of restraining techniques. This again is a
temporary solution. To begin with, you must seek professional help, in terms of both medication and behavioral
interventions. You must maintain calmness in your interactions with these children. Only the most powerful reinforcers
may be of some use. A highly structured environment with firmness is needed, along with great persistence and patience.
Dealing with this type is something you don't do alone.
ADHD, OCD, and Fantasy Children
The factors marking these three subtypes – attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD), and preoccupation with a fantasy world – are very closely related, even intertwined. In all three, the child
is often described as being inattentive, but there are a number of reasons for the inattention. If he is an ADHD child, he is
inattentive because he is nowhere. He is not focused on any one thing for very long. He is distracted by anything new or
different that passes in front of his eyes, and his interest moves from one thing to another and he cannot easily control
his focus. He has many of the other signs of ADHD as well. He is easily distracted, disorganized, forgetful, and impulsive.
He may or may not be hyperactive.
The OCD child, on the other hand, is inattentive because he is somewhere else. He is not so much distracted as
preoccupied with something else that is of greater interest to him, usually related to some preferred activity such as
videos, numbers, or how things are placed in his environment. Some children have one or the other, ADHD or OCD, and
most have both to varying degrees. Since symptoms of both disorders can exist at the same time and to varying degrees,
it can be difficult to tell which is which at times. In either case, the result is a lack of awareness of what is going on
around him. However, it is important to distinguish between the two and decide how much each contributes to the
inattention, because your approach for each will be different. Underfocusing (predominantly ADHD) and overfocusing
(predominantly OCD) are important variables that must be addressed, as well as the child who dwells in a fantasy world.
Predominately ADHD
This child is very unfocused and has difficulty attending to and processing information on a consistent basis. He is easily
distracted and forgetful, loses things, and has significant difficulty keeping track of school assignments. He wanders
around in the classroom and may not be able to stay in his seat at home and in school. Conversations are difficult
because he is always looking around the room at something else, but doesn't stay focused on any one thing very long.
Recommended Approach: Medication is very important to deal with inattention and impulsiveness. Careful monitoring
of all tasks and situations, along with powerful reinforcers, is sometimes helpful. He will find it hard to stay focused on

most tasks. Frequent breaks, structured tasks, and supervision are all necessary. If you find the right medication, the
inattention reduces significantly, but may not disappear.
Predominately OCD
This child has many obsessions that take him elsewhere, away from the here and now. Although he appears inattentive,
in reality, he has other issues that he is dealing with instead. For example, are his shoelaces tied the way he likes them?
Is everything around him exactly where it belongs? How many dots are in that ceiling tile over his head? Did he ask the
question that he wanted to in the right way? And so on. The list can be endless. But no matter what is on his list, it
usually takes precedence over anything that is on your list. He is often a perfectionist, and everything has to go a certain
way. If it doesn't, it's the end of the world. There is no middle ground; everything is black or white. It is either perfect or
it is terrible.
He may have completion rituals where things must be finished before he moves on. And there are many rituals or
routines in this child's life. For example, he can't shut off his Game Boy until he reaches a certain level or he can't shut
off the TV until the program is totally and completely over. All of this and more can be going on in his head and cause
him to disengage from reality and become unavailable.
Let's look at an example: Tommy, age seven, only wants to play his video games. He always plays them after dinner until
bedtime. When he is playing them, he finds it very hard to stop. He argues, whines, and may even have a tantrum when
asked to try an alternative to video game playing. He has certain requirements for getting ready for bed and an order to
them. He changes his clothes under his covers, even though there is no one else in his room. He brushes his teeth for
120 seconds. Mom has to kiss him good night first, Dad is next, and then he gets a story that he always picks from the
books on his shelf. He has to have his radio on in order to fall asleep because he has to hear the music and have the light
from the radio shining in his room. Tommy has lots of rules about how things are supposed to go in his world. He is an
OCD child. Now, it may seem like he is a Rule child with all of these rules, but there is a difference. The Rule child will
typically follow others' rules once they are spelled out to him. The OCD child makes up his own rules about everything
and only wants to follow his own rules, no one else's. The OCD child is compelled by his anxiety to follow his own
dictates: he must be in control. The Rule child's anxiety compels him to follow everyone else's: he must obey. Each has a
different motivation and therefore a different response.
Recommended Approach: You must gain control over his obsessions. There must be limits and restrictions on certain
activities. Rituals and routines are addressed through sabotage. You must teach him how to be more flexible by changing
routines. You must expand his repertoire of interests, teach him shades of gray, and have him develop a balance in his
life. Obsessions will remain, but you can use them as reinforcers as long as you limit the amount of time spent on the
obsessions. Each of these things is discussed later on.
Predominately Fantasy
This child is very similar to the OCD type except his distractions primarily involve his preoccupations with fantasy. This
means Game Boy, Nintendo, Xbox, video games, Pokémon, Yu-Gi-Oh!, the Cartoon Network, TV shows, Japanese animé,
fantasy books, show tunes – the list is endless, but often involves electronics in some way. Not only does he obsess over
the use of the electronic equipment, but the fantasy reoccurs without it as well. If the fantasy involves books or music, he
doesn't need the actual object to experience its pleasure. So he replays, re-creates, or in some way engages in the
obsession in his head. As he is eating dinner, sitting in class, doing his homework, or talking to you, there is another tape
playing in his head. And this tape is all about fantasy. He does word-for-word scripting of dialogue and scenes in his
head, combines different ones together, or makes up his own based on something he has seen or read. He may have
many other obsessions, but the strongest are about fantasies. These fantasies serve many functions – besides being very
enjoyable, they remove him from the unpleasantness of the real world, demands are reduced, and everything goes just
the way he wants. As a result, reality is avoided, interactions with others don't occur, and life goes on without him. This
is how he copes with stress and reality. Interfere with his preoccupations and you will experience his wrath. Leave him to
his preoccupations and he can amuse himself for hours.
Recommended Approach: Everything we said about the OCD type applies here. Additionally, you must go beyond
those techniques to include teaching him the difference between reality and fantasy – how to recognize it, what
constitutes each, and how to be in the here and now. You must limit fantasy time and help him to develop the ability to
enjoy nonfantasy activities. If he can't enjoy the real world, he won't want to be a part of it. Medication is almost always
necessary.
Anxiety Boy
This child differs from all other types because he has no coping strategy. While every other type experiences anxiety to
some degree, they cope with it through rules, rituals, obsessions, or fantasy. The Anxiety Boy has never figured out how
to deal with problems. As a result, his anxiety overwhelms him and he shuts down, hides under furniture, cries, wants to
stay at home, acts silly, wants to stay inside, and tries to avoid people and places outside of his small comfort zone. In
other words, he becomes a mess. He is very rigid but doesn't really know the rules of the world. His anxiety comes from
his confusion and lack of understanding of how the world works. He just doesn't get it.
He usually needs much more time to handle even the smallest issue. You cannot give him too many issues to deal with at
once, even if they are all small, or he will be overwhelmed. Bigger issues are too much as well and he falls apart.
Sometimes the issues are so small that you think they cannot possibly cause a problem. Not true. Even the smallest
change can result in upset if his anxiety is too big. The degree of anxiety varies, and not all children have the same
amount, and not all situations produce the same degree of upset. He can be upset if it's picture day at school, his teacher
is absent, someone comes to visit his parents at home, he has to get his hair cut, you give him the orange cheese and

not the yellow cheese – this list can be longer than any other list we've talked about because everything has the potential
to be upsetting. You'll know you have an Anxiety Boy because he cries quite a bit, clings to you in new situations or with
new people, doesn't want to leave his house, and when away from home often tells you he wants to go back home
immediately. His tantrums end when he is allowed to be alone in his room under the covers. Once he gets used to
something he can often do better. So once he is desensitized to school, he can be okay if he sees it as a structured, calm,
and safe place. He, too, may then act better at school than at home, or he may be the same in both places.
Recommended Approach: This boy or girl needs a great deal of structure, routine, and explanation about every
possible troublesome situation. You need to explain the rules of each situation, including what to do and what not to do,
before he experiences the situation. You need to give him lots of warning on what is going to happen, preparing him for
change. Never overwhelm him. Go slowly and don't try to accomplish too much at one time. Help him get past each issue
that has occurred, to "get over it" and move on, or they will build up and the next small one will cause him to fall apart.
These are the prevention aspects of dealing with anxiety. That is, you will try to prevent situations from overwhelming
him. However, that will never be sufficient and he will need to learn how to cope with it as well. Teach stress
management skills: stress resiliency, stress immunity, learned optimism, and "theory of mind." Teach him emotional
regulation skills: anxiety management, self-calming, being okay, and the like. Medication may be needed if these skills
are difficult for him to learn.
Angry/Resistant Boy
This child or teen may look similar to the paranoid type, but he is less adversarial and less intense. He is also easier to
deal with if and when he feels safer. He argues about everything, and almost anything can lead to a tantrum of some
size. At times, he can be violent and physical or will destroy property. He wants things to go his way. He wants to control
situations and has his own rules about the world and how things are supposed to be. He is often diagnosed with
oppositional defiant disorder (ODD). This is another child who doesn't understand the way the world works and becomes
anxious as a result. He feels threatened by others and thinks they are trying to control him or are being unfair and
arbitrary. He needs to fight with them to gain control and get things straightened out to his way of thinking. However, his
arguing does nothing but further aggravate the situation. His rigidity, lack of understanding, and disuse of logic prevent
him from seeing this clearly. His emotions determine his actions.
Recommended Approach: Try to avoid power struggles. Do not show much emotion in your responses and try to be
matter-of-fact. Stay focused on a particular issue and don't get sidetracked as you have a discussion with this child. It's
very easy for the discussion to get off track and become nonproductive. Try to see his arguing as a sign of anxiety and
not purposeful misbehavior. Try to get him to see you as a helper or problem solver rather than an adversary or problem
causer. Don't overfocus on the content of a discussion, but rather on the process; that is, what is going on behind the
content of the discussion.
For example, a discussion may begin around what he is going to get from you for Christmas. Before you know it, you are
being accused of buying others bigger and better presents. Or perhaps the accusation is that you never buy him what he
really wants. Rather than debate the merits of this argument, which will only escalate further, you should discuss how he
is stuck on certain ideas that will only lead to greater upset, and the impact his actions have on himself and others. He
must begin to see his role in what is going on and stop blaming others for what occurs. You will need to teach him how to
stay focused and how to self-calm, as well as how to compromise and negotiate. But most of all, he needs to see you as
trying to help him solve his problems, not making them worse.

Negative Boy
This child or teen tends to be more of an annoyance than anything else. He does a lot of complaining and whining about
doing things that are not preferred activities because he only enjoys preferred activities. As a result of his actions, there
can be a good deal of arguing and refusals. He usually sees the world in a negative way–"the glass is half empty"–and
rarely sees the good aspects of an event or situation, no matter how much good has occurred. Tantrums, bossiness,
rituals, and rules are not issues. He may even be fairly cooperative at times. The major concern regarding this child is
that he is more prone to future depression than any other type.
Recommended Approach: He must learn to be okay with nonpreferred activities and that it is better to "say nothing
than be negative." You need to teach her how to use positive commenting and responses. Direct instruction in how to
have a "positive attitude" and "learned optimism" is needed. Each child can have many issues that make him unique. You
have begun to sort out those factors that make your child who he is. It is his uniqueness that tells you what subtype he is
and what techniques you need to use. When you understand your child and his interaction with the world, you will be
better able to help him reach his full potential. If you still are not sure of the subtype characteristics your child
demonstrates, at least provide the two things every Asperger child needs: structure and predictability.

http://fun.familyeducation.com/aspergers/behavior/40204.html?page=2

